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Saturday, May 11, 2019 at 7:17:33 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Subject: W50 update
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2019 at 2:58:11 AM Eastern Standard Time
From: Michael Lang
To:
DJ MarEn, Charles Horsey, Lucas Cridland
CC:
Susan Cronin, Greg Peck, Firat Kasapoglu, Amanda Pelman

DJ, Lucas, Charlie,
We remain commiMed to an iniEal capacity of 102,000 as is being ﬁled, and camping between
90,000 to 95, 000 on site.
Superﬂy will not be permiMed to adjust this down to 65,000. There is no raEonal reason to do
this. Not from a safety point of view nor from a customer saEsfacEon point of view. People will
be made aware of the shuMle program for tent camping and will buy or not accordingly.
Remember you were skepEcal of our ability to book and we have delivered an amazing lineup in
an incredibly short period of Eme. We will also deliver the necessary numbers to make this
venture ﬁnancially viable.
We are surprised by the lack of concern by Superﬂy for the ﬁnancial viability of this endeavor, to
the point where, as they see it, a liMle discomfort by some geYng to the site, is cause to
eliminate 35000 potenEal aMendees.
We are also disappointed in the lack of eﬀort to solve problems. for example, using a bridge to
cross a road to add 17,000 aMendees.
Our preliminary search for answers to the concerns of Superﬂy has revealed that lightning
protecEon is generally not on the top of the list of emergency issues for an outdoor fesEval. We
spoke with several safety experts. They all stated that a single soluEon for an emergency
situaEon could cause more harm than good and moving thousands of people at the same Eme
could hold more risk than a lightning strike.
In our eﬀorts to create a safe environment for the fesEval aMendees we have sourced several
prevenEve measures and services. Our goal is to exceed the reasonable pracEces found at most
fesEvals.
We are engaging weather monitoring services from DTN WeatherOps which will enable us to
have an accurate forecast 7 days in advance as well as a minimum of two hours noEce before
any potenEal weather-related problem occurs for the site. This gives us enough Eme to
determine and execute the necessary acEons.
AddiEonally, as the weather monitoring systems have evolved with new technologies, predicEng
severe weather has become more accurate than ever. As with many fesEvals and outdoor sports
events, we will deploy Electric Field Sensors to collect electricity levels in the air in order to
idenEfy a lightning prone environment.
Although in general tents are not considered safe shelter from lighEng, there are tent structures
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that do provide suﬃcient protecEon when properly grounded and ﬂoored. Any large tent
structure is beMer than being out on the ﬁeld and we have found some which will have stamped
engineer cerEﬁcaEons for being lightning safe. Adding the tents to the exisEng bleachers and
busses can provide enough shelter to our fesEval goers in case of a lightning emergency.
To clarify the quesEon of land use for the fesEval we have compared our fesEval footprint with
the other large U.S. fesEvals:
Bonnaroo FesEval takes place on a land of 650 acres with addiEonal lands around it for a
maximum capacity of 70k to 80k. Longest path for a camper to walk to stage area is 1.4 miles.
Coachella FesEval takes place on 400 acres and services 125K. Longest path for a camper to walk
to stage area is 1.2 miles.
Okeechobee fesEval takes place on a 400 acres services 36 K. Longest path for a camper to walk
to stage area 1 mile.
We have over 1370 acres of land as of now. In the previous permit applicaEons of WGI it is
stated that 50 sq f per person has been used for calculaEon of the total land required by law. At
100,000 people that comes to 462 acres. There is no sensible reason to reduce the capacity
based on the land currently leased.
The concern that being shuMled for 20 minutes, or that aMendees will be so put oﬀ by walking to
their campsites that they will light up social media with complaints, is just ridiculous. They will
have an amazing Woodstock experience and will be talking about that for years.
As you know payments due to the bands must be made tomorrow to prevent our credibility and
reputaEons in the industry from being destroyed. Agents are already demanding payments
which are late. We need to preserve our good names.
Finally, I had been reserving the potenEal acquisiEon of an addiEonal 250 acres unEl the iniEal
applicaEon was accepted. Once done this property could be used to up the numbers to 125,000.
The property is posiEoned perfectly to work with our site plan. It is only a maMer of agreeing on
a price. Due to the present situaEon, Instead of waiEng for the permit Susan and I will be
working on the acquisiEon next week.
I know you have been disappointed with the way the aMendance numbers have decreased, well
so have we. We are in this situaEon because we were late in starEng. We will make up the lost
ground if we work together.
You can ﬁnd the support DocumentaEon and links below;
Event Safety Companies we have contacted:
hMps://www.Teneo.com
hMps://the-eventsafetyshop.co.uk
Lightning protection links
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https://www.mahaffeyusa.com/blog/benefits-of-lightning-protection-for-temporarystructures
https://bigtopshelters.com/about-our-products/lightning/

hMps://www.campbellsci.com/cs110
hMps://www.campbellsci.com/electric-ﬁeld-sensor

“Put your good where it does the most": Ken Kesey WG

Michael Lang : (646)623-5556
Michael Lang Organization / Woodstock Ventures LC, Managing Member / Woodstock Music Lab
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